Caste-specific expression of genetic variation in the size of antibiotic-producing glands of leaf-cutting ants
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Social insect castes represent some of the most spectacular examples of phenotypic plasticity, with each caste being associated with different environmental conditions during their life. Here we examine the level of genetic variation in different castes of two polyandrous species of Acromyrmex leaf-cutting ant for the antibiotic-producing metapleural gland, which has a major role in defence against parasites. Gland size increases allometrically. The small workers that play the main role in disease defence have relatively large glands compared with larger workers, while the glands of gynes are substantially larger than those of any workers, for their body size. The gland size of large workers varies significantly between patriline in both Acromyrmex echinatior and Acromyrmex octospinosus. We also examined small workers and gynes in A. echinatior, again finding genetic variation in gland size in these castes. There were significant positive relationships between the gland sizes of patriline in the different castes, indicating that the genetic mechanism underpinning the patriline variation has remained similar across phenotypes. The level of expressed genetic variation decreased from small workers to large workers to gynes. This is consistent with the hypothesis that there is individual selection on disease defence in founding queens and colony-level selection on disease defence in the worker castes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The expression of disease resistance mechanisms is highly variable and dynamic, but the selection factors that maintain this variation in space and time are still poorly understood. Disease resistance mechanisms are generally costly, often substantially so, and investment in disease resistance is thus traded off against other traits that may be essential to the reproductive success of an individual (Kraaijeveld & Godfray 1997; Poulsen et al. 2002b; Rolff & Siva-Jothy 2003; Vijендраварм и al. 2009). In addition, the parasite community that an individual will encounter during its life will be diverse and rarely predictable. Different parasites may well require different resistance mechanisms and, as parasites will vary in virulence, there will be different optimum levels of investment in resistance for different parasites. As a result, genetic variation in disease resistance is ubiquitous (Ebert 1998; Little & Ebert 1999, 2000, 2001; Carius et al. 2001; Kover & Schaal 2002; Baer & Schmid-Hempel 2003; Hughes & Boomsma 2004).

In many organisms, variation in disease resistance is further increased by phenotypic plasticity, in which a single genotype may express multiple phenotypes according to environmental conditions (Pigliucci 2003). The interaction with parasites, and thus the benefits of investment in a particular defence mechanism, will differ between phenotypes. For example, both locusts and armyworms can develop into either gregarious or solitary phenotypes. Parasite pressure is greater for the former than the latter, and accordingly so is the investment in disease resistance (Reeson et al. 1998; Wilson et al. 2002). The potential interaction between genetic and phenotypic diversity also needs to be considered. In phenotypes in which resistance and fitness are strongly linked, for example due to common infection by a highly virulent parasite, the level of expressed variation is likely to be restricted. In phenotypes where the link between resistance and fitness is weaker, the level of expressed genetic variation may be greater as a wider range of resistance levels may be successful according to the trade-off with other traits. The level of expressed genetic variation for disease resistance can therefore be expected to differ between phenotypes.

Social insects include some taxa, such as leaf-cutting ants (Acromyrmex and Atta), that are outstanding examples of both genotypic and phenotypic diversity. Unlike most social insects, which are monandrous (Hughes et al. 2008a), leaf-cutting ant queens mate with multiple males and produce genotypically diverse offspring (workers and queens) in monogynous colonies (Villesen et al. 2002; Ortius-Lechner et al. 2003; Sumner et al. 2004). This facilitates the detection of genotypic effects because same-cohort offspring of different fathers (patriline) within a colony share the same maternal genotype on average, the same maternal effects, and the same
environmental rearing conditions, so differ only in their paternal genotype. In addition, leaf-cutting ants have both morphologically distinct queens and workers, and highly polymorphic workers (Wilson 1980; Wetterer 1999; Hughes et al. 2003). Queens gain their fitness through direct reproduction and are thus under individual-level selection, whereas colony-level selection is most important for workers as they gain their fitness indirectly through the reproduction of their kin. Furthermore, although the within-colony environment of the different worker castes may be identical, each of them expresses adaptations in response to different selection pressures. Some, such as Acromyrmex large workers, forage outside of the nest or work with hazardous waste, while others, such as Acromyrmex small workers, spend their entire lives as nurses and fungus gardeners within the nest (Wetterer 1999; Hughes et al. 2003). Queens are faced with very high disease pressure when founding colonies (which they do independently), but are protected by workers before and after this stage. The environmental conditions experienced over the lifetime of the different castes can therefore be markedly different and they may express different disease resistance as a result.

A key component of disease defence in leaf-cutting ants is the metapleural gland. This paired structure consists of bundles of secretory cells, a collection sac and a storage chamber (the bulla), which forms a visible bulge in the exterior surface (Hölldobler & Wilson 1990; Bot & Boomsma 1996; Bot et al. 2001). The secretion from the gland contains at least 20 compounds (Ortius-Lechner et al. 2000b), many of which have antibiotic properties (Bot et al. 2002). Ants actively spread the secretion over their cuticle and mouthparts, and also actively apply it to the fungus garden, reducing the viability of parasite spores (Hughes et al. 2002; Fernandez-Marín et al. 2006, 2009). The secretion makes ants with functional glands substantially more resistant to parasites (Poulsen et al. 2002b) and is also likely to be important in protecting the mutualistic fungus garden against competitive or pathogenic micro-organisms. The former, individual-level effect will be particularly important for queens during the vulnerable colony-founding stage, while the latter role in colony-level defence may be most significant for the small workers thought to play the major role in protecting the colony against parasites (Jaccoud et al. 1999; Hughes et al. 2002; Poulsen et al. 2002a, 2006). Metapleural gland function is also costly, consuming some 13–20 per cent of a worker’s basal metabolic rate (Poulsen et al. 2002b), making it particularly likely to be traded off against other traits. Indeed, there is comparative evidence for such a trade-off, with the leaf-cutting ants having evolved substantially larger metapleural glands than all the other members of their tribe owing to a change in parasite pressure (Hughes et al. 2008b) and a socially parasitic species having evolved smaller glands because it relies on its host for protection (Sumner et al. 2003). Investment in the metapleural gland by leaf-cutting ants thus seems likely to vary between caste phenotypes, both in the overall mean and in terms of expressed genetic variation for the trait. Specifically, we would predict low heritability for metapleural gland size in gynes, consistent with Fisher’s fundamental theorem (Fisher 1930), but higher heritability in the worker castes because their individual disease resistance is not linked to direct fitness and thus variation may not be removed by selection. Here we test whether these predictions are correct.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Workers and gynes were sampled from five mature colonies of Acromyrmex echinatior (Ae48, Ae125, Ae129, Ae153 and Ae158) and three of Acromyrmex octospinosus (Ao67, Ao71 and Ao77) that had been collected from Gamboa, Panama, in 1996, 1999 and 2000. Mature leaf-cutting ant colonies normally produce reproductive individuals in a single bout in the month before the annual mating flight. At the times of collection, all the colonies used were in this phase. For three of the colonies (Ae125, Ae129 and Ae158), workers and gynes were collected together with the main fungus garden and were placed immediately in 96 per cent alcohol. The other colonies were maintained in the laboratory and samples of workers and gynes were later collected from the fungus gardens of each colony on single days. Cuticular coloration provides an estimate of an individual’s age (S. A. O. Armitage and J. J. Boomsma 2008, unpublished data), and only individuals of similar coloration were used in order to minimize variation in rearing conditions across nest-mates.

We sampled 50 large workers from each A. octospinosus colony, whereas from each A. echinatior colony we sampled 94 workers (half large workers and half small workers) and 94 gynes. Individuals were genotyped as described below and assigned to patrilines. The five most abundant patrilines were selected for each colony of A. octospinosus, while two to four patrilines that were best represented across all three of the castes were selected for each colony of A. echinatior. The metapleural gland was measured for all the individuals sampled from these selected patrilines. This was done directly for A. octospinosus using an eyepiece graticule. For A. echinatior, a photograph of the metapleural gland of each individual was taken using an Olympus DP-10 camera connected to an Olympus SZX9 binocular microscope and measurements made using the program DP-Soft 3.0. The diameter of the metapleural gland bulla was measured because this has been shown to be a good predictor of the number of gland cells (Bot et al. 2001). In order to allow the measurements of metapleural gland diameter to be standardized for variation in body size, a photograph and measurement were also made of the width of the ventral side of the pronotum.

(a) Molecular analysis

To determine the genotypes of the ants sampled, a single leg (for gynes), a pair (for large workers) or all six legs (for small workers) were removed from the ants. DNA was extracted from the legs using Chelex beads (BioRad; A. echinatior) or the CTAB procedure (A. octospinosus). The A. octospinosus samples were amplified at the microsatellite loci Ech1390, Ech3385 and Ech4126, while the A. echinatior samples were analysed as these plus Ech4225 (Ortius-Lechner et al. 2000a). All microsatellite loci are highly polymorphic in both species so the non-detection error of patrilines was negligible (Boomsma & Ratnieks 1996). Reaction mixes and amplification program were as in Hughes & Boomsma (2006). The A. octospinosus samples were amplified in 6 µl volumes of 1 µl DNA, 500 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2,
100 mM Tris–HCl (pH 9.0), 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.1 U of Taq polymerase and 2 pmol of each primer. Separate programmes were used for each locus, all beginning with 94°C for 3 min, followed by 39 cycles of 30 s at 93°C, 30 s at the annealing temperature (53°C for Ech1390 and Ech3385) and 40 s at 72°C, ending with 7 min at 72°C and cooling to 10°C. Hybrid PCR Express and Peltier Thermal Cyclers were used for the amplifications. The products of the polymerase chain reactions were run on 5 per cent polyacrylamide gels with an ALF Express or ABI377 (Applied Biosystems) sequencer and allele sizes were scored by comparison with internal size markers. The multi-locus offspring genotypes were used to infer the genotypes of colony queens and their multiple mates. It was then possible to assign the sampled individuals to patrilines within their colony (six to nine and three to eight patrilines per colony in *A. octospinosus* and *A. echinatior*, respectively).

The small number of individuals (approx. 5%) whose patrilines could not be established, owing to failed PCR amplification or the individual being heterozygous and having the same alleles as a heterozygous queen at one or more diagnostic loci, were excluded from the analysis.

(b) **Statistical analysis**

Both bulla width and pronotum width were log transformed prior to analysis in order to homogenize variances. The bulla widths were then analysed separately for each caste using analyses of covariance in SPSS 14.0 with pronotum width as the covariate, colony as a random factor and patrilines nested within colony. The mean heritabilities (h²) of relative bulla width were calculated for each caste by dividing the proportion of the total variance explained at the nested patriline level by 0.5. To determine whether any genetic influence on relative metapleural gland size was consistent across the castes, the standardized residuals of the relationship between bulla width and pronotum width were calculated for each caste. We then examined whether the mean residuals of each patriline were correlated for the three castes.

3. **RESULTS**

The relationship between metapleural gland size and body size differed between the three female castes of *A. echinatior*, increasing relatively steeply in the small workers (F₁,₁₁₆ = 168.3, *p* < 0.001) and more gradually in the large workers (F₁,₁₁₁ = 77.1, *p* < 0.001; figure 1). Queens had strikingly larger metapleural glands relative to their body size than did workers and the relationship between the two morphological variables was much less distinct (F₁,₁₁ₐ = 3.42, *p* = 0.067; figure 1).

The three *A. octospinosus* colonies did not differ in the relative metapleural gland sizes of their large workers (F₂,₁₂ = 0.05; *p* = 0.953), while the five colonies of *A. echinatior* also did not differ in the relative metapleural gland sizes of any of the castes (small workers: F₄,₁₀ = 0.917, *p* = 0.934; large workers: F₄,₁₀ = 1.91, *p* = 0.179; gynes: F₄,₁₀ = 1.49, *p* = 0.272). However, within colonies, the patrilines differed significantly in their relative bulla widths for large workers of *A. octospinosus* (F₁₂,₁₁₂ = 3.11, *p* < 0.001; figure 2), and for all three castes of *A. echinatior* (small workers: F₁₀,₁₃₉ = 7.49, *p* < 0.001; large workers: F₁₀,₁₃₉ = 4.93, *p* < 0.001; gynes: F₁₀,₁₃₉ = 2.3, *p* = 0.016; figure 2). Within colonies, patrilines explained 30 per cent of the variation in bulla width of *A. octospinosus* large workers, and 43, 27.6 and 12.6 per cent of the variation of *A. echinatior* small workers, large workers and gynes, respectively. The corresponding heritability estimates were 0.608 for *A. octospinosus*, and 0.86, 0.55 and 0.25, respectively, for *A. echinatior*.

Colonies of *A. octospinosus* differed significantly in the pronotum width of large workers (F₂,₂₇ = 4.3, *p* = 0.024; figure 2), while colonies of *A. echinatior* differed significantly in the pronotum widths of their small workers (F₄,₁₀ = 4.19, *p* = 0.026) and large workers (F₄,₁₀ = 12.7, *p* < 0.001) but not their gynes (F₄,₁₀ = 1.11, *p* = 0.401). Within colonies, patrilines did not differ significantly in pronotum width for any of the castes (*A. octospinosus* large workers: F₃,₁₂₈ = 0.92, *p* = 0.539; *A. echinatior* small workers: F₁₀,₁₃₇ = 1.46, *p* = 0.16; large workers: F₁₀,₁₃₈ = 1.52, *p* = 0.138; gynes: F₁₀,₁₃₉ = 1.64, *p* = 0.1), indicating that genetic variation does not affect overall body size within castes.

The standardized residuals of the relationships between bulla width and pronotum width in *A. echinatior* were significantly positive for the two worker castes (r₁,₁₅ = 0.67, *p* = 0.006) and for small workers against gynes (r₁,₁₅ = 0.595, *p* = 0.019; figure 3). The relationship was also positive for large workers against gynes but not significantly so (r₁,₁₅ = 0.403, *p* = 0.137; figure 3). Patrilines for which small workers had large (or small) metapleural glands relative to their body size therefore also tended to have large workers and gynes with relatively large (or small) metapleural glands.

4. **DISCUSSION**

The high metabolic cost of metapleural gland function, combined with individual-level selection applying to gynes and colony-level selection to workers, led us to hypothesize that there would be both genotypic and phenotypic variation in gland size, and that heritability of gland size would be low in gynes and higher in workers. The results support these predictions. Differences between phenotypes in their investment in disease resistance have previously been described in other animals, such as army worms and locusts, and linked to parasite pressure (Reeson et al. 1998; Wilson et al. 2002). We found that the size of the metapleural gland relative to body size differed distinctly between all three of the

---

**Figure 1.** The relationship between metapleural gland size, measured by bulla width, and body size, measured by pronotum width, for small workers (triangles), large workers (squares) and gynes (circles) of *Acromyrmex echinatior*.
Figure 2. The mean ± s.e. metapleural gland size (measured by bulla width) and body size (measured by pronotum width) of large workers from different patrilines in (a,c,e,g,h) five colonies of *A. echinatior* and (b,d,f) three colonies of *A. octospinosus*. (a) Ae48, (b) Ao67, (c) Ae125, (d) Ao71, (e) Ae129, (f) Ao77, (g) Ae153, and (h) Ae158.
female phenotypes (castes) of *A. echinatior*. As found previously (Wilson 1980; Bot & Boomsma 1996), the slope of the relationship between metapleural gland size and body size was steeper for small than for large *A. echinatior* workers, indicating that the glands of the former were disproportionately large compared with those of the latter. This has been suggested to be because small workers play the key role in preventing unwanted micro-organisms from becoming established in the colony (Kermarrec et al. 1986; Jaccoud et al. 1999; Hughes et al. 2002; Poulsen et al. 2002a, 2006). Interestingly, though, the relationship for gynes neither followed on isometrically from large workers nor increased allometrically in the manner of the small workers. Rather, the glands were distinctly larger relative to body size for gynes compared to the workers. Given that the glands of large workers consumes some 13–20 per cent of their basal metabolic rate (Poulsen et al. 2002b), the larger glands of gynes must therefore consume a substantial amount of energy. This makes their size particularly remarkable when put in the perspective of a gyne having to take part in an energetically expensive mating flight followed by a period during which she has to survive largely on her own fat reserves (Weber 1972). Although queens are protected against parasites while in their natal colony, and also once they have produced workers in their own colony, they are highly vulnerable during the intermediate colony-founding stage. It can take 12 weeks before the first adult workers are produced, and the mortality of queens during this period is extremely high, with a substantial portion of the mortality being due to disease (Weber 1972; Baer et al. 2006). The relative size of the metapleural glands of gynes indicates that the threat of disease faced by gynes during this period must indeed be consistently high.

In all three castes of *A. echinatior*, as well as the large workers examined for *A. octospinosus*, there was a significant genetic influence on relative metapleural gland size. Such a genetic influence may, at least in part, explain genotypic differences in parasite resistance (Hughes & Boomsma 2004, 2006). Genetic variation in resistance is well known in other animals (Ebert 1998; Little & Ebert 1999, 2000, 2001; Carius et al. 2001; Kover & Schaal 2002; Baer & Schmid-Hempel 2003; Hughes & Boomsma 2004), but, within the social insects, a mechanistic basis has only previously been demonstrated in honeybees and bumble-bees (Spivak & Reuter 2001; Baer & Schmid-Hempel 2003; Decanini et al. 2007; Navajas et al. 2008). The genetic variation in leaf-cutting ant metapleural gland size is most probably maintained because investment in the energetically costly metapleural glands will be traded off against other traits. There is therefore unlikely to be a single optimum metapleural gland size, but rather a range of optima that will depend on the spectrum of parasite pressure experienced by the colony during its lifetime. The positive relationships across patrilines between gland size in the different caste phenotypes suggest that a similar genetic mechanism is involved in each case.

There was no significant genetic influence on worker size within castes. Colony-level selection favours morphological castes because of the benefits of division of labour (Oster & Wilson 1978). Although genetic influences on caste determination occur due to variable optima in caste ratios or selfish cheating (Hughes et al. 2003; Hughes & Boomsma 2007, 2008), these results suggest

Figure 3. The relationship across patrilines of *Acromyrmex echinatior* between the relative metapleural gland size of the three castes. Standardized residuals of the relationships between bulla width and pronotum width for each caste are used to estimate metapleural gland size relative to body size. The mean (± s.e.) standardized residuals of each patriline are shown for (a) small workers against large workers, (b) large workers against gynes, and (c) small workers against gynes.

that most genetic variation for size within castes does not become expressed because there are single size optima and thus low heritability. This contrasts markedly with the heritability of metapleural gland size and suggests that while optimum size within a caste is predictable, the threat of parasites is much less so.

Although the genetic influence on relative metapleural gland size was present in all three castes, the heritability of the trait differed. The heritability estimate found for large workers of *A. echinatior* is similar to that found for this caste in the sister species, *A. octospinosus*. Within *A. echinatior*, however, it was greater for small workers and smaller for gynes. It seems likely that these differences reflect the different selection pressures on the three castes. Although small workers may play the key role in preventing micro-organisms from becoming established in the colony’s fungus gardens (Jaccoud et al. 1999; Hughes et al. 2002; Poulsen et al. 2002a, 2006), they also generally spend their entire life working within the nest, so that their antibiotic defence consists not just of their own secretion but also that of the other small workers with which they interact. In this caste, the metapleural gland defence is therefore largely a collective trait, so that colony-level selection may favour the expression of a wide continuous range of phenotypes around the caste-specific mean values with the expression of patriline-specific genetic variation for metapleural gland size being unconstrained. This contrasts with the body size of workers where caste-specific optima apply and genetic variation around these means is hardly expressed. Gynes, in contrast, play no role in defending the colony against disease and the only function of their metapleural glands will be to defend themselves during the vulnerable colony-founding stage. The range of optimum investment levels in the metapleural gland therefore seems likely to be much more restricted for this caste. Large workers would then appear to be intermediate. They are less important than small workers in defending the colony as a whole against disease (Jaccoud et al. 1999; Hughes et al. 2002; Poulsen et al. 2002a, 2006) but, unlike small workers, a substantial portion of their work consists of foraging outside of the colony (Wetterer 1999; Hughes et al. 2003). The metapleural gland may therefore have a greater role in this worker caste as an individual defence mechanism than in small workers, but less than in gynes. The seemingly strange pattern of the two female castes for whom the metapleural gland is probably most important having opposite levels of genetic variation may therefore be explained by selection acting on gynes at the individual level and on small workers at the colony level. Although different levels of selection do not apply to the same extent in non-social animals, the trade-off between investment in costly resistance mechanisms and other traits means that individual-level selection for resistance will frequently vary between phenotypes. Differences between phenotypes in the levels of expressed genetic variation may therefore not be as extreme as in leaf-cutting ants, but could nevertheless be significant.
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